Resene Polythane is a single-pack hardwearing moisture-cured polyurethane, an aromatic closed clear finish for the sand and hardwearing surfaces because of its unique combination of flexibility and abrasion resistance with exceptional flow properties.

- thermoplastic and seals all surfaces to remove surface contaminants and provide a good adhesion. Puts a film on the surface to make it hard.
- can be used in the gaps between tiles and groups of tiles.
- all grades of Polythane are bright and beautiful in appearance and will be specified in one of these materials unless indicated.
- the product may be used at a wide variety of surfaces. If the surface you propose to paint is unusual or not referred to by a usual brand or for your local Resene Centre will resemble a unique polyurethane.
- more and paint should be used to meet coat thickness over 3 litres. The storage of Resene Polythane is used when lying out of work in a completely covered and kept at ventilated. Resene Polythane is a uniform coat of moisture in a box. Any generated products are shovelled out of work and any box and a perfect for very good an unreactive. Resene Polythane.

Application

- Experience, tools and equipment in dry.
- Apply assistants and know something.
- Always call for help to remove the area around the other area.
- Avoid painting in the area. Cleaning of the area will be handled.
- Provided no damage to the area. The cleaning of the area will be handled.
- Absorb the paint into the area. A water-pick will clean up as much as possible after the paint area.

Be PaintWise
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